Designing 2D arrays for SHM of planar structures: a review
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ABSTRACT

Monitoring structural integrity of large planar structures that aims at detecting and localizing impact or damage at any point of the structure requires normally a relatively dense network of uniformly distributed ultrasonic sensors. 2-D ultrasonic phased arrays, due to their beam-steering capability and all azimuth angle coverage are a very promising tool for structural health monitoring (SHM) of plate-like structures using Lamb waves (LW). Linear phased arrays that have been proposed for that purpose, produce mirrored image characterized by azimuth dependent resolution, which prevents unequivocal damage localization. 2D arrays do not have this drawback and they are even capable of mode selectivity when generating and receiving LWs. Performance of 2D arrays depends on their topology as well as the number of elements (transducers) used and their spacing in terms of wavelength.

In this paper we propose a consistent methodology for three-step: theoretical, numerical, and experimental investigation of a diversity of 2D array topologies in SHM applications. In the first step, the theoretical evaluation is performed using frequency-dependent structure transfer function (STF). STF that defines linear propagation of different LWs modes through the dispersive medium enables theoretical investigation of the particular array performance for a predefined tone-burst excitation signal.

A dedicated software tool has been developed for the numerical evaluation of 2D array directional characteristics (beampattern) in a specific structure. The simulations are performed using local interaction simulation approach (LISA), implemented using NVIDIA CUDA graphical computation unit (GPU), which enables time-efficient 3D simulations of LWs propagation.

Beampatterns of a 2D array can be to some extend evaluated analytically and using numerical simulations; in most cases, however, they require experimental verification. Using scanning laser vibrometer is proposed for that purpose, in a setup where LWs, excited by PZT transmitters of the investigated array are sensed in multiple points corresponding to the locations of the 2D array receiving elements. A virtual receiving sub-array is created in this way and the performance of various array architectures in the reception mode can be evaluated experimentally without the need of physical prototype; a change of topology requires only straightforward modification of the measurement points distribution at the tested structure.

For illustration, beampatterns of three symmetrical 2D topologies, i.e., circular, star-shaped and spiral-shaped, will be examined in the paper and compared in terms of their beam-width and side-lobes level. The effect of apodization applied to the array elements will be also investigated.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Structural health monitoring (SHM) of plate-like structures is a hot topic of research since many of such constructions must meet high safety standards. Lamb waves (LW) are a promising tool for these applications since thanks to their ability to propagate over long distances and sensitivity to various types of damages.\textsuperscript{1} A critical factor for SHM of plate-like structures is the design of transducers and its distribution over the investigated plate. A well known approach in this field is the use of transducers distributed over a wide area of the inspected structure.\textsuperscript{2}
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Another alternative is using phased arrays (PA) with elements located closely to each other. Performance of a SHM system can be enhanced by means of active ultrasonic PAs due to their superior signal to noise-ratio and beam-steering capability. The concept of beam-steering of ultrasonic waves with the use of a PA is well-established both in medical and NDT imaging. It appeared, however, that bringing the method for SHM of plate-like structures requires arrays with 2D topologies to avoid equivocal damage localization. Therefore, a number of reports has been published concerning various shapes of 2D arrays, for instance, circular, square, spiral and star shaped arrays.

Quality of an image created with the use of an array of a defined shape depends also, among other factors, on the array’s aperture and imaging technique used. Moving sensors can be used in sonar and mechanized NDT applications to increase array’s aperture by means of synthetic aperture focusing technique (SAFT). Since this solution would be infeasible in most SHM applications, this paper is concerned with the static arrays that are permanently attached to the monitored structure and used in SHM applications. These arrays can take advantage of multiple emitting transducers capable of illuminating damage from a set of diverse localizations, which results in an extension of array’s effective aperture.

Another critical factor that affects performance of a PAs-based SHM system is signal processing technique implemented in the beamforming scheme. The most common scheme used, mostly due to its simplicity and robustness for processing snapshots captured by an array, employs delay and sum (DAS) operations in time domain. More advanced methods capable of angular and radial resolution improvement can also be implemented to Lamb waves sensed using PAs. Advanced processing techniques, however, require precise information on material properties, which can create limitations in practical applications, especially, to anisotropic materials.

### 2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Application of array technique to SHM of plate-like structures involves a set of transducers that are permanently attached to, or embedded into the structure to enable performing inspection of a large region of interest (ROI) from a fixed location. In an active pulse-echo setup the transmitting elements of the array generate elastic waves in the plate that are scattered from the discontinuities present in the structure and the scattered waves are subsequently sensed by the array’s receiving elements.

If an array is used in the phased array (PA) mode, the transmitting and receiving sub-arrays consist normally of the same elements. In transmission the elements are excited by time-shifted pulses to obtain a steered wavefront, which is received by the same elements in the reception mode and amplified by introducing respective time delays bringing the received pulses in phase. Beamformers implementing this technique, referred to as delay-and-sum (DAS), are commonly used in ultrasound applications. Using steered and possibly focused beam improves angular (azimuth) resolution in ultrasonic image but it requires scanning of the whole ROI. This means that the send-receive cycle has to be repeated for a number of azimuths and ranges within the ROI, which results in a low acquisition speed.

An alternative to PA is the synthetic aperture (SA) approach that has been developed for radar (SAR - synthetic aperture radar) and more recently applied in medical ultrasound. Generally, SA beamforming uses different transmitting and receiving sub-arrays for imaging, which is referred to as multistatic mode. In classical SA technique image is formed by successive excitation of all transmitting elements and reception of the scattered waves by all other array elements. The final image is formed as a superposition of beamformed energy from all transmitted cycles. A SA image is generated in result of post-processing of all received data which requires rather intensive computations. A SA image is essentially equivalent to an image produced by conventional PA using a number of transmit-receive focused beam cycles equal to the number of pixels in the ROI.

For a linear array with $N$ elements a full matrix of $N^2$ transmit-receive data can be acquired if all the elements are fired in $N$ transmission cycles. There are, however, many other ways of gathering data for SA processing that depend on the array geometry and topology of the transmitting aperture. Most of these ways are designed to reduced number of transmissions with minor loss of resolution and an acceptable signal to noise ratio. Generally, this can be achieved by using sparse transmitting apertures. If elements of a sparse transmitting aperture are distributed across the full aperture of the array, there will be no loss in the field of view and only a minor loss in lateral resolution.
2.1 Imaging in the monostatic mode

Consider a setup consisting of an uniform linear sensing array of \( M \) transducers, presented in fig. 1a, and a point-like transmitter localized in point \((0,0)\). The transmitter is an omni-directional point-like source of a single dispersive Lamb mode. Due to the dispersive character, the individual waves travel at a different velocity than the wave packet. Velocity of the individual waves is determined by phase velocity, which directly affects the phase of the wave. Group velocity, related to the speed of the group of individual packets, determines the velocity of wave energy transportation.\(^3\)

Assume now a point-like scatterer \( P \) in the array’s far-field at the distance \( |\mathbf{r}| \) and azimuth \( \phi \). The excited wave propagates through the medium and when it hits the target it is scattered and propagates towards the sensing array. The time-shift between the excited wave and the reflected wave-packet, which reached the point \((0,0)\) is simply

\[
\tau_g(|\mathbf{r}|) = \frac{2|\mathbf{r}|}{c_g},
\]

where \( c_g \) denotes group velocity of the LW.

If the scatterer is in the array’s far-field, the reflected wave can be assumed to be planar and its wavefront in \((0,0)\) forms a line perpendicular to the direction of arrival. Since the distances between the subsequent receivers and the wavefront are different the captured snapshots will be shifted in phase. Under the assumption specified above, the time-shifts due to wave propagation can be easily calculated for \( m \)-th array element using the following trigonometric expression

\[
\tau_m(\phi) = \frac{d(m - \frac{M-1}{2})\cos\phi}{c_p},
\]

where \( c_p \) is the phase velocity of the wave, and \( d \) is sensor spacing.

The beamforming algorithm compensates for these time-shifts when the array is steered in the direction of wave arrival. The compensation can be considered as a virtual shift of the emitting/receiving elements.\(^5\)

In the approach presented here, imaging is performed in the form of a bitmap in a polar coordinate system where each pixel can be defined with its angular position \( \alpha \) and the distance from the center \( |\mathbf{r}| \). Then, equation,
which defines pixel intensity can be written as follows

\[ I(j\vec{r}, \alpha) = \sum_{m=0}^{M-1} w_m y_m(\tau_m(\alpha) + \tau_g(j\vec{r})), \]  

(3)

where \( y_m \) is the temporal signal captured by the \( m \)th sensor contributing to imaging with an apodization weight \( w_m \).

To localize the scatterer, the image has to be created for a set of azimuths. If \( \alpha \) equals to the angle of incidence \( \phi \) the time-delays are compensated, which results in the alignment of the snapshots shown schematically in fig. 1a. Thus, the aligned signals will be added coherently which results in the enhanced contrast of the resulting image.

### 2.2 Imaging in the multistatic mode

Assume now that an array of \( M \) sensing an \( N \) emitting elements is used for imaging, as presented in fig. 1b. In the multistatic SA imaging mode the transmitters are subsequently fired and the responses are captured by the sensing elements. Damage imaging can be performed similarly to the previous case, however, the time shifts for the emitting elements should be also compensated. A separate image is produced for each emission-reception cycle and the final result is formed as a sum of those images. Then, intensity of the pixel \( I(j\vec{r}, \alpha) \) can be evaluated as

\[ I(j\vec{r}, \alpha) = \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} \sum_{m=0}^{M-1} w_T^n w_R^m y_{m,n}(\tau^R_{m,n}(\alpha) + \tau^T_n(\alpha) + \tau_g(j\vec{r})), \]  

(4)

where the terms \( \tau^T_n(\alpha) \) and \( \tau^R_{m,n}(\alpha) \) denote the time-delays required to steer the transmitting and receiving sub-array, respectively, with the angle \( \alpha \), and \( y_{m,n} \) is the temporal signal captured by the \( m \)th sensor due to the excitation by the \( n \)th transmitter.

If the hardware used for imaging is capable of simultaneous excitation of the time-shifted signals from the emitting elements, the transmitting array can be used to steer the wave at a predefined set of azimuths in a sequence of transmissions. Response to each transmitted wavefront is captured by the receiving elements and since the wave steering is already done in the transmission the expression for imaging simplifies to

\[ I(j\vec{r}, \alpha) = \sum_{m=0}^{M-1} y_{m,\alpha_T}(\tau_m(\alpha) + \tau_g(j\vec{r})), \]  

(5)

where \( y_{m,\alpha_T} \) is the response of the \( m \)th sensor due to steered transmission of the wavefront at the azimuth \( \alpha_T \).

If imaging is performed with an angular resolution of the transmission azimuths \( \Delta \alpha \), the angle \( \alpha \) in the eq. (5) can be replaced by \( \alpha_T = m\Delta \alpha + \alpha_0 \). In general case, however, imaging can be performed with different resolution steps in transmission and reception. In such a case the data obtained for the transmission angle \( \alpha_T \) is used to generate the image at a larger set of angles \( \alpha \), e.g., defined by the relation \( |\alpha_T - \alpha| \leq \Delta \alpha/2 \).

### 3. SIMULATIONS

The evaluation of beampattern assumes normally a monochromatic, continuous wave excitation. In SHM applications, however, tone-burst or broad-band pulses are used to enable damage localization by the time of flight extraction of the damage-related reflections. Since the shape of the excitation signal plays a vital role in the mechanism of Lamb wave propagation and their beamforming, in this section simulations of Lamb wave propagation for a broadband excitation signal will be presented. The responses processed with beamforming algorithms will be used to present and discuss performance of the selected 2D arrays.

Lamb waves are dispersive and multimodal. Relation between the phase velocity and the product of the plate thickness and excitation frequency can be evaluated by numerical solution of Rayleigh-Lamb equation. When the dispersion curves are available it is possible to evaluate the response of the structure due to the defined excitation using frequency-dependent STF.\(^{15}\)
This method for evaluation of dispersive signals was used to simulate wave propagation in 2 mm thick aluminum plate. In the presented approach a set of point-like transducers arranged in regular 2D arrays, acting as transmitters or receivers, was assumed. Moreover, a point-like scatterer localized in far-field of the array was assumed. In the simulations of wave propagation, based on the STF approach, the length of the propagation path was equal to the transmitter-scatterer-receiver distance. In order to pay more attention to the dispersion phenomenon than to the multimode nature of the LWs, a single mode excitation was assumed.

3.1 Monostatic imaging
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Figure 2. Target images obtained in the starlike STMR setup using STF for the single \( A_0 \) mode excited with windowed tone burst consisting of 3 a), and 30 sine cycles b). Beampatterns obtained for the tone-burst excitation signals and for the monochromatic excitation c).

The first simulation series was concerned with the monostatic setup consisting of a single transmitter and multiple receivers (STMR) array. The receiving elements were distributed according to the topology of star-shaped array, presented in fig. 3a, whereas the transmitting element was placed in the center of the array. A point-like scatterer was localized at a distance of 250 mm from the array center at an azimuth 110°.

Two simulations were conducted for this setup: first, a tone-burst signal consisting of 3 cycles of sine at a frequency of 100 kHz, modulated with Hanning window was used as an excitation. In the second simulation the number of cycles was increased to 30. The spacing of array’s elements was equal to half of wavelength of...
the \( A_0 \) mode at the excitation frequency. The responses captured by the consecutive sensors were evaluated using STF approach. Both sets of the simulated snapshots were processed with the DAS beamformer assuming far-field approximation; the resulting images are shown in fig. 2a and b. It can be seen that the longer burst signal results in poor range resolution. The beampatterns obtained from the maximum amplitudes of the sum of the beamformed signals in function of azimuth are presented in fig. 2c where they can be compared with the theoretical directivity characteristics of the same array implemented for a 2D case, assuming infinite, monochromatic exciting signal. Good agreement of the compared beampatterns can be observed, however, the response obtained for the 30 cycle excitation is closer to the monochromatic theoretical beampattern since it has deeper minima due to the destructive interference.

### 3.1.1 Influence of array's shape

In order to illustrate the influence of array topology on beamforming, various topologies presented in fig. 3 will be discussed below. All analyzed arrays will consist of 32 sensors. The star-shaped array, presented in fig. 3a consists of 4 linear sub-arrays intersecting at an angle of \( 45^\circ \). The elements of the sub-arrays are spaced at a distance \( d = 5\text{mm} \), therefore the outside diameter of the array was \( 40\text{mm} \). The circular-shaped topology shown in fig. 3b was made up of 2 concentric circles. The diameter of the larger one was \( 25.62 \text{mm} \) and the distance denoted \( d \) in the figure is equal to \( 5\text{mm} \). Finally, the spiral-shaped array, presented in fig. 3c was created in the way described in.\(^8\) The transducers are placed on concentric circles with radii increasing with a step of \( 5\text{mm} \), 4 sensors are placed in each circle, which is rotated with an angle of \( 15^\circ \) with respect to the former one. The spacing of the subsequent sensors varied from \( 5.11 \) to \( 8.87\text{mm} \) and the outside diameter of the array is \( 80\text{mm} \).

![Figure 3. Investigated topologies of the array: (a) star-shaped, (b) circular, (c) spiral.](image)

All of the investigated topologies have at least 2 axis of symmetry, therefore evaluation of the beampatterns can be limited to the range of \( 0^\circ - 90^\circ \) and mirrored for the remaining directions.

The methodology presented in our previous work\(^{16}\) was used to process the theoretical, numerical and experimental signals. An example of beampatterns obtained using this procedure can be seen in fig. 4a, b, c for the wave with an arbitrary selected incident angle of \( 60^\circ \), for spiral, circular and star-shaped array, respectively. Good agreement of the directivity characteristics obtained theoretically, numerically and experimentally can be observed for all of the topologies, however, the experimental beampatterns are better reproduced by the simulated than the theoretical ones. It can be explained by the fact that LISA is a more accurate method for modeling of Lamb waves propagation than the theoretical approach based on the simplified STF model. The beampatterns obtained for the waves with incident angle in the range of \( 0^\circ - 90^\circ \) were analyzed and selected parameters estimated from the characteristics were presented in our previous paper.\(^{16}\) Width of the main lobe was estimated as its angular width at the level of -3 dB. The maximal and minimal values of lobe width as well as the highest and the lowest sidelobe levels are investigated. From the results it could be observed that the spiral array has the narrowest main lobe among the investigated topologies, which was expected since
this array has the largest aperture, however it the spiral-shaped array presented a significant side-lobes level. The circular array presented almost constant properties for different angles, however the performance was poor due to small aperture. Therefore a star-shaped array, as a compromise between the performance and simplicity was selected for the further analysis.

Figure 4. Beampatterns evaluated for the wave with incident angle 60° for: (a) spiral, (b) circular and (c) star-shaped array. The theoretical profiles were obtained using the STF approach while the numerical ones by means of the numerical LISA simulation.

3.2 Multistatic imaging
In the next simulation the SA concept was illustrated in the multistatic setup consisting of multiple transmitters and multiple receivers (MTMR-SA) implemented in the form of star-shaped array of transmitters/receivers presented in fig. 7d. A point-like scatterer was localized at a distance of 250 mm at an angle of 110° from the array. The simulated responses from the each transmitter-receiver pair formed a matrix consisting 8x24 time-traces. The snapshots were then processed with the DAS algorithm and the resulting image obtained using eq. (4) is presented in fig. 5a. If this image is compared to that in 2a it can be easily seen that, although the same topology of the array and the same number of elements was used, considerably improved result can
be obtained this way. Both images were processed to find maxima occurring at the successive azimuths and their beampatterns were presented in fig. 5b. Comparison of the results shows that the multistatic approach is superior to the monostatic one in terms of main lobe width and range resolution.

3.3 Imaging using an active transmitting array

In the next series of the MTMR simulations the star shaped array, presented in fig. 3a and in more detail in 7d, was also used in the sweeping PA mode. In this mode the elements of the horizontal transmitting array were fired using time-shifted signals to form a plane wave sweeping the ROI. The backscattered signals were received by the star arms and post-processed to obtain high resolution image. In other words, focusing in the transmission was done in the material and focusing in the reception was performed off-line by the DAS operation of the captured snapshots.

In the presented simulation, azimuth of a far-field point-like scatterer was, like previously, 110°. Since the transmitting array was linear and it produced a mirrored lobe, the transmission angle was limited to the range 0 – 180° but various angular sweeping steps were considered. In the first step the beam was transmitted at a set of azimuths with the step of 10°, which lead to the 19x24 matrix of time-traces (19 azimuths and 24 receiving elements). The same resolution was used to process the captured snapshots, the result can be seen in fig. 5a.

Next, the same data was processed with 1° angular resolution in the reception which yielded the result can be seen in fig. 6b. Finally, the simulation of sweeping with 1° resolution both in the transmission and reception was performed resulting in 181x24 matrix of time-traces (181 azimuths and 24 receiving elements); the results are presented in fig. 6c. Comparison of the images shown in fig. 6a, b and c shows that rather poor resolution obtained for the 10° step cannot be improved if the captured data is processed with a higher resolution in the reception and smaller step in the transmission is required for that.

The beampatterns obtained for the images from fig. 6c and fig. 2a can be compared in fig. 6d. From the plots it can be seen that both approaches, the synthetic MTMR-SA focusing and the MTMR-PA sweeping, yield the same result.

4. EXPERIMENTS

The experiment results presented in this section illustrate imaging with the use of MTMR. In these experiments a linear array of PZTs was used for multistatic and PA transmission, whereas the the measurement of the responses was conducted in a contactless manner by means of a laser scanning Doppler vibrometer (LSDV).
4.1 Multistatic imaging

The experiments were conducted on an aluminum plate of the size 1000x1000x2 mm. An uniform linear array of transmitters was mounted at the center of the plate. The array consisted of 8 2x2x2 mm PZT elements, type CMAP 12 from Noliac Denmark, spaced at a distance of 5 mm. The responses of the structure were captured on the other side of the plate using laser scanning Doppler vibrometer. Tone-burst signals consisting of 3 cycles of sine modulated by Hanning window were used as an excitation. PAS-8000 from EC Electronics, Poland, used as a signal generator, enabled both single-element excitation and simultaneous generation of the time-shifted signals in PA mode. The laser scanning points were set according to the sensors location presented in fig. 7d.

Great advantage of the contact-less measurement technique is that it facilitates modification of the measurement points grid which enables investigation of various topologies of the sensing sub-array. This setup has, however, a serious limitation – effects of the inter-element scattering that may be encountered for a full 2D array of PZT elements cannot be taken into account.

4.1.1 Experimental evaluation of effective aperture

The first experiment performed in this setup consisted in evaluating effective aperture of the array for an exemplary azimuth. A scatterer was placed in the array’s far-field at an azimuth angle of 112°. In the first
step, the MTMR-SA concept was used in which the subsequent elements were fired and the respective responses were captured. The snapshots were used for off-line imaging that yield the result shown in fig. 7a.

In the next experiment (the MTMR-PA) the elements of the transmitting array were excited simultaneously with time-shifted signals. The sweeping was performed for a set of angles in the range 0 – 180° with a step of 10°. The acquired data was used for imaging with the resolution of 1° and the results presented in fig 7b.

Comparing the results it can be seen that the MTMR-PA offers much worse resolution and lower image quality than the MTMR-SA, which is not surprising since the resolution in the active transmission step was low. Based on the image obtained with the use of SA a beampattern presented in 7c was obtained where it can be compared with the simulation result performed using the method STF described in sec. 3. Comparison of both beampatterns shows that the simulated and experimental results are in a good agreement in the term of mainlobe width, however, higher side-lobes levels and noise level can be observed for the experimental result.

Figure 7. Experimental results of damage imaging with the use of the MTMR-SA a), the MTMR-PA excitation b); Comparison of the beampatterns obtained for the experimental and data simulated using STF c). Transmitters and receivers layout in the MTMR-SA experiment.
4.1.2 Damage imaging with the use of synthetic aperture

In the next experiment 3 scatterers were placed on the plate according to the setup presented in fig. 8a. The result of imaging performed with the MTMR-SA approach is shown in fig. 8b. From the image it can be observed that equivocal damage localization can be obtained with the use of SA and for each reflector a corresponding area of the image with high contrast exists.

Figure 8. Multiple scattering experiment. Distribution of scatterers on the plate a), and results of imaging using the MTMR-SA b).

5. CONCLUSIONS

Various approaches to beamforming of Lamb waves were presented in the paper; synthetic aperture technique was compared to the monostatic and self-focusing approach.

Based on the results, it can be concluded that the multistatic approach takes an advantage of multiple successive transmissions, which allows to illuminate targets from a set of diverse positions and results in a high quality of the produced image. Application of this technique enables obtaining narrower mainlobe and lower side-lobes level comparing to the monostatic setup using the same array topology.

It was shown in simulations that focusing can be performed partially in the inspected structure with the use of an active transmitting array operating in the PA mode. However, a large number of transmission-reception cycles is required to achieve high image resolution. Moreover, the active approach requires multiple channel system capable of simultaneous generation of time-shifted signals while in the multistatic setup a single, multiplexed output channel is sufficient. Therefore the synthetic aperture multistatic approach, in which the data can be acquired with by means of a relatively simple hardware and subsequently processed off-line with an arbitrary resolution, is superior to the active scheme in SHM applications.
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